One-Touch SOS Button
GPS ‘Safety Zones’
Fall Sensor

Status Alerts
Auto-answer & loud speaker
Reminder Notifications

Who are Oysta?

Why Use Pearl+?
The Oysta Pearl+ offers the
latest in mobile telecare safety
and features sophisticated
tracking and communication
capabilities to enhance the
wearer’s safety.

Oysta cares about improving
lives, and works to transform
the provision of safe
independence for the most
vulnerable in our society and
the safety at work for those
caring for the vulnerable.
Oysta helps find new ways
of sustaining independence
through the use of mobile
technologies, delivering
better quality care while also
substantially reducing care
costs.
Mobile delivers better for less,
enabling person-centred care
at home and in the community
– early intervention,
preventative care, self-care,
and protecting the elderly
and those with conditions that
make them vulnerable.
Carers and family members can
also have greater involvement
in the care and support of
loved ones by receiving alerts
on their mobile and see them
online.

If lost, distressed or in need
of help, the wearer can easily
trigger an alarm. It allows
telecare service providers to
regularly check in with the
wearer, be alerted of the
wearer’s location, and even
communicate over a built-in
speakerphone.
Designed for vulnerable people
who:

Location Updates
The Oysta service allows
regular location updates
with no intervention of the
service user, if any help is
required the care network is
notified with the location
information for the best
emergency response

Key features
One Touch SOS Button If
you are in distress or just
need peace of mind, press
the support button to get
help. The Pearl+ will send
your details to your chosen
control room or contact and
open a two way voice in
loud speaker.
Fall Sensor
The Pearl+ has a built-in 3axis accelerometer for sense
falls. Upon activation, the
device will send out alert
information and open an
audio call.

Safety Zones
Simply create safe zones to
monitor movements in and
out of areas at certain times
of the day or night.
When leaving a ‘safe zone’
an alert can
be sent to the care network.

One-touch SOS button

desire greater freedom
and independence

Just one push of the SOS Button
will contact a pre-defined
number and send a message with
location information.

want protection inside and
outside their home
need a simple way to call
for assistance
prefer to use a wearable
rather than ‘button and
box’
wish to give reassurance to
loved ones and carers

Working in partnership with
Argenti to provide
customers with greater
freedom to go about their
everyday lives, whilst
giving them and their
family peace of mind.

Highlight Safe Areas

Find loved ones fast

Know when the wearer leaves
their home and reaches their
destination, or if they don’t
return home.

Accurate GPS transmits location
information to a secure platform
where you can be alerted to provide
assistance wherever they are.

Response from
carer, family
member or
emergency
services

Mobile Telecare
sensor raises
alert

Trained operator
decides the most
appropriate course
of action

Transmists location
& alert information

Telecare Monitoring
Centre receives alert

Package contents
The Oysta Pearl comes in the 'Out and About'
package from Argenti:
• Handset
• Travel charger
• 850 mAh battery (Li-ion)

• Hands free headset
• 24/7 monitoring centre
• User manual

visit: www.argenti.co.uk
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